Welcome to Accommodation & Commercial Services

Home to nearly 6,000 students, Ranmoor/Endcliffe & City accommodation is located near Sheffield city centre and is surrounded by beautiful scenery and local parks. The central points for Ranmoor/Endcliffe are The Ridge and The Edge.

At The Edge, you'll find a café and lounge bar serving hot food, a cashpoint and launderette, as well as a 24-hour Customer Services reception. There's also The Village Store on site selling food, drink, household items and all your essentials.

At The Ridge there is a common room where you can study, relax, and take part in Residence Life events and activities. There's also a launderette as well as the Customer Services Reception, which offers an on-site 24 hour telephone service for any queries. New for September 2018 is the Fitness Suite, free to use for all University of Sheffield students living in the residences.

Estimated Walking Time
- The Edge to The Ridge: 3 minutes
- The Edge to Stephens: 5 minutes
- The Ridge to Stephens: 1 minute

Key
- Parking
- Launderette
- Dining
- Taxi Rank
- Fitness Suite
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information given in this leaflet but the University cannot accept responsibility for any errors or omissions. Accommodation is continually reviewed and there may well be changes between the date of publication and the time you commence your stay in our residences.

facebook.com/SheffieldAccommodation
@SheffUniAccom
@sheffuniaccom

Accommodation & Commercial Services
The University of Sheffield
The Edge, 34 Endcliffe Crescent
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S10 3ED

T: 0114 222 4488
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